
WEST E11   Harlem Renaissance Research Activities 2019 Name:   

Part I: Use research to fill in the following blanks.  There is no one exact, required word for most blanks, but 
there are definitely words that are “more correct” than others. 

The Harlem Renaissance was an artistic movement centered in the New York City area of Harlem, 
reaching its height in the decade of the ____________’s.  The movement included many different art 
forms, such as, ____________, ____________, ____________, and ____________.  The Harlem 
Renaissance set out to explore and celebrate ____________ experience in the United States.  The 
Harlem Renaissance was also a part of a larger literary movement that valued innovation and 
experimentation.  For example, writers HR tried to incorporate the rhythms of ____________ music 
into their poetry, and painters experimented with abstraction, creating paintings that were “non-
representational,” which means that images were _____________________________________.   
One poet, Langston ____________, achieved great critical success within America even while 
frequently criticizing American ____________, while the performer Josephine ____________ felt 
more comfortable living in the city of ____________, where she felt more welcomed and appreciated.  
Today, the Harlem Renaissance is remembered for _______________________________________ 
and _____________________________________________________________________________. 

Part II: Short Answer: Answer these questions in several sentences each. 

Jazz Music:  A student once said, “Jazz is a conversation.  The soloist says something, the rest of the band 
responds.”  Explain what you think that might mean. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Find and read Langston Hughes’s poem “Harlem” (also sometimes called “Dream Deferred”), then answer: 

a. What is the “dream” Hughes refers to in "Harlem"? Is it a collective dream or is it individual dreams?  
Why do you think so? 
 
 
 

b. What would it mean to “dry up” (2)? 
 
 

c. What would it mean to “fester like a sore— / And then run” (4-5)? 
 
 

d. What would it mean to “explode” (11)? 
 
 

e. Why do you think Hughes titled the poem "Harlem"? 



Who were the “patrons” of the Harlem Renaissance?  In what way(s) were their relationships with the artists 
of the movement complicated? 

 

 

 

How did the Great War (WWI) impact the Harlem Renaissance?  List and briefly explain two specific ways. 

a.  
 

b.  

 

Hand-draw a map of New York City showing where Harlem is.  Also include Manhattan, Long Island, Gatsby’s 
mansion, Wall Street, the Statue of Liberty, and, in a symbolic way, racism. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Write a brief biography of Zora Neale Hurston.  Cite your source(s). 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 



 

Hurston was an anthropologist.  In your own words, explain what that means. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Hurston was famously a Floridian.  Hand draw a map of Florida.  Make it accurate!  Include: 
Miami, the Everglades, West Palm Beach, Jacksonville, Orlando, Eatonville, Lake Okeechobee,  
Seminole Indians, the highest point in the state including its elevation, Interstate 95, the 
Florida Keys, Zora Neale Hurston’s gravestone, and a manatee  [Please fill the space below] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Find and explain at one other interesting fact / facet / detail about the Harlem Renaissance that you 
encountered in your research. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 


